


1-Introduction of us: We are two design researchers who practice nearly 730 miles 
away from each other. We have worked remotely for the past three years, practicing a 
critical and speculative approach to design making and research. Our inquiry 
investigates present technologies to speculate future possibilities for remote design 
collaboration, where interactions and exchanges are limited to those mediated by 
technological devices. 



1-Technology mediating collaboration: With advances in technology, a new level 
of complexity, and yet possibility, is brought forward within the collaborative systems 
that designers work. Technology can open up communication and information-
sharing, beyond the traditional workflow, to include more collaborative processes. 
This enables designers to collaborate with others (both in and outside the design 
field) with more ease and fluidity.



1-Collaboration in design research: Collaborations in design research can take on 
many different forms of interactions and exchanges between the contributors 
involved. The contexts where collaborative design research takes place can dictate 
the degree of “collaborativeness” involved in the process. The spaces and time of 
collaboration can span both digital and physical environments and “real-time” versus 
“hand-off” exchanges. We define “real-time” as a live, continuous workflow, whereas a 
“hand-off” scenario passes activities from one collaborator to the next. When 
collaborating remotely, issues may arise when contributors are isolated by proximity, 
most often limiting real-time exchanges in a physical environment. 



1-Survey of collaborative tools: From a survey of technology used in remote-
collaborative experiences, we examined the capabilities and limitations of various 
platforms. Video conferencing tools resolve issues of communication but offer little in 
terms of making artifacts. Management tools provide an understanding of project 
development as a whole and foster the organization of workflow, planning, assigning, 
sharing, and documentation of tasks but isn’t a platform that enables collaborative 
making. Live editing tools offer an environment that is malleable for many situations in 
real-time exchanges but are mostly limited to making digital artifacts. And we found 
that drawing machines offer functions and capabilities that the other tools do not, 
making analog artifacts. 



1-Speculative Design: With the influence of technology and the instability in the 
design field that it creates, designers must acknowledge technological change as a 
consistent variable in the field. And, although this may present challenges for us, if we 
can be flexible and adapt to this instability, then we might be more comfortable with 
the evolving field. Because of this, designers must work critically and speculatively 
from what will be and can be possible in the future. 



1-Critical design “uses speculative design proposals to challenge narrow 
assumptions, preconceptions, and givens about the role products play in everyday 
life.” Practicing a speculative design approach can uncover the possibilities of present 
technical tools in shifting and advancing technological systems that facilitate 
connections, reconstruct knowledge generation, and alter the ways in which we 
implement and use these tools in remote design collaboration.



1-Methods: With a better understanding of design collaboration, processes, and the 
technical tools available, we inquired:
How can the use of present technologies speculate future possibilities for remote 
design collaboration, where interactions and exchanges are limited to those mediated 
by technological devices? Further, how can the use of present technologies support 
remote collaborative making that takes place off the screen and occurs in the physical 
environment?

@4:40 min (cutting off the section before the research question felt awkward, I think 
this may be a better break point for switching)



(section 2 @ 3:50min) - RB
2-Introduction of project: In response, We have built and tested multiple robots to 
function as additional technical tools in augmenting the remote-collaborative making 
process. These robots perform as drawing instruments, which are controlled in real-
time through an online interface. Drawing with the robots is a way of learning the 
limitations and abilities of the tool; with each use, a range of opportunities for future 
development surfaces. The processes and logistics for drawing with the robot are 
prioritized over the outcomes by utilizing prompts that challenge the abilities of the 
tool and operate under unexpectedness, surprise, and discovery.

Through experimental making activities, the discoveries reflect on ways that we might 
collaborate in future spaces of design, where interactions and exchanges are 
conducted solely through these robots.

(intro section @ 2min.)



2-First Prototype: We developed a pilot robot (April 2015) from a Roomba that could 
move in various ways. The initial investigation allowed a user to access the robot from 
an outside network and drive in a remote space with live-video capability. The web 
browser interface included navigational buttons and video streaming for maneuvering 
the robot in the physical space.



2-VIDEO



2-Second and third Prototype: After some basic understanding of accessibility and 
movement, we built the second (August 2015) and third model (May 2016) of the 
robot to enhance its usability features and experiment with drawing capabilities in our 
respective locations through collaborative making activities. The remote-collaborative 
drawing robots included a body type or chassis with wheels, raspberry pi computer, 
battery pack and charger, camera, and mark-making tools. The battery pack powered 
the motors, controlled by the raspberry pi computer, that initiated movement of the 
device from python script. The charger powered the raspberry pi computer and the 
camera. The web interface, built from HTML, served as the user interface, which 
connects remote collaborators with the robot.



2-Features: With the tools augmenting the remote-collaborative experience, we set 
up a configuration for working in our respective locations. 

The ability to drive the robot remotely (in real-time) via the web interface is possible 
via the live-video stream of the physical space and drawing surface. The mark-
making tools and canvases were interchangeable, allowing for a wide range of 
collaborative-making activities. 



2-The web interface, which connected us in real-time, provided a portal into each 
other’s physical spaces. Within this working configuration, it became evident that 
each researcher had distinctly different yet interchangeable roles in working with the 
tool. One collaborator/research became the “driver” of the robot from the web 
interface. 

Figure 3. Location #1, Researcher A becomes the “driver” of the robot from the web interface. She is 
connected to the physical location via WiFi in real-time to draw with the robot in Location #2. 



2-while the other collaborator/research acted as the “facilitator” by managing the 
collaborative-making experience in the physical space. The robot was placed on the 
floor where a large canvas is set up by the facilitator, who controlled variables such 
as canvas type and the robot’s mark-making tools. The driver, the facilitator, and the 
robot worked together over a duration of time to create a process-driven artifact. This 
particular configuration of working was developed and applied in both locations. 

(@ 8:30min - this feels like another good break point)
Figure 4. Location #2, Researcher B acts as the “facilitator” by managing the collaborative-making 
experience in the physical space; she sets up the space and guides decisions on mark-making tools. 



(section 3 @ 3:20 min) - CN
3-Process of creating an artifact: Our collaborative process for making the artifacts 
happened in real-time through several working sessions that typically ran for two 
hours. Each working session followed this process:

1. Facilitator prepares the physical space—setting up mark-making tools (paint 
and brush, ink, markers, graphite, chalk, etc.), adhering a canvas type (paper, 
fabric, colors, etc.) to the floor, and initializing the robot for making.

2. Driver logs into the digital environment (web browser interface). 
3. Both the Facilitator and Driver select a mark-making tool, which is then 

inserted into the drawing robot by the Facilitator.
4. Driver controls the robot, ultimately making the decisions for where the robot 

will draw on the canvas.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 until artifact is completed.



3-Using prompts: To provide more direction and set common goals in the working 
sessions, we introduced prompts to our experimentations and play. Prompts 
functioned as catalysts to our drawing activities. The prompts allowed for us to remain 
focused on the task at hand, narrowing our processes in ways that allowed for 
specified scrutiny on the robot and/or the making process. 



3-Prompt #1: Make marks on the canvas to explore motion and control of the 
robot
This prompt challenged us to draw geometric shapes—a series of lines and circles 
and a combination of both—on the canvas. The collaboration was an experiment in 
working with the robot, navigating the physical space, and working with the robot’s 
mark-making tools on canvas.

Figure 5: Details: One two-hour work session, Robot tool: Pilot test, markers, drawing paper



3-Prompt #2: Informed by the robot’s movement, draw letterforms, symbols, 
and marks
This prompt challenged us to create a series of symbols or marks that were less 
expressive and more concrete. We designed a typeface informed by the movement 
and capabilities of the robot. Experimenting with multiple mark-making tools, the 
letterforms took on a range of forms.

Figure 6. One two-hour work session, Robot tool: Model 2, markers, highlighters



3-Prompt #3: Make a process-driven artifact by layering multiple drawing 
instruments
This prompt challenged us to work over a longer period of time, over multiple work 
sessions, to create a process-driven artifact. During the collaboration, mark-making 
tools were changed often, creating a final artifact with multiple colors and types of 
drawing instruments. 

Figure 7. Two two-hour work sessions, Robot tool: Model 3, markers, paint, watercolor on drafting paper. 



3-VIDEO



3-Prompt #4: Add transparent masks to the drawing canvas
This prompt challenged us to screen off portions of the canvas while layering marks. 
The facilitator created a series of six-inch diameter circles out of adhesive, 
transparent vinyl and adhered them. After layering marks on the canvas, the screens 
were removed, creating an artifact of the mask on canvas and additionally, the 
screens themselves.

(process and prompts section: 11:50min)
Figure 8. Two two-hour work session, Robot tool: Model 3, marker, paint, stencils



(section 4 @2:50min)
4-Learnings from working with the robot: The process and outcomes from our 
investigation with the robot led us to critically reflect on the remote-collaborative 
experience. By challenging standard models for interaction and exchange in design 
research, specifically in the design process, we uncovered underlying insights from 
our working sessions with the robot. 



4-Finding 1: Designers as makers, led to relinquishing of control: During our 
working sessions, we often transitioned between multiple roles in order to make an 
artifact. We were open to exchanging and negotiating roles and responsibilities as 
needed. This challenged our role as makers, as both of us are makers and not 
simultaneously. By using the robot as our tool for making we had to relinquish control 
of the made artifacts and embrace the ambiguity of the process. In order for our 
collaboration to be successful, flexibility was needed, as well as agreement of goals 
and purpose within the development of the process. 



4-Finding 2: Questioning roles, times, and affordances of space: Although a set 
process was agreed upon, it was open and relied on the choices that we would make 
in the moment. Openness in this process allowed for variables to occur, such as 
which mark-making tool is chosen and which directional cue is sent to the robot. 
These variables created experimentation and playfulness, making each of our 
decisions integral to the remote-collaborative experience. Important questions arose 
from these activities such as: who is the real maker—the facilitator, driver, or the robot 
itself? And, if all were the makers in the collaboration, what happens if we and the 
robot worked across different times and for different durations in our respective 
locations? Additionally, what were the affordances of collaborating in real-time in a 
physical space?



4-Finding 3: Collaborative process as the outcome: The collaborative process 
ultimately, informed our final outcome and the artifact became a record of the 
experience between us. The artifact visualized the experience, and it became 
documentation of the making-process that fostered new ways of thinking and 
experimenting. Disruptions and mistakes often became interesting aspects of our 
process, and became a catalyst for new prompts and activities. By focusing on the 
process, the robot fostered an opportunity to learn about technology and 
collaboration, where the outcomes were unexpected, providing insights into future 
remote-collaborative making scenarios.  
@14:40 min



Section 5 @ 4:40min - RB
5-Intro to conclusions and further speculation: Our conclusions from the research 
to date expand on ways an enhanced robot can further impact the remote-
collaborative experience. We also conclude on how we might foster new ways of 
making, form online connections through elements of play and experimentation, alter 
the way we implement and use communication tools, and reconstruct technologies to 
increase technical literacy.  



5-Conclusion 1: When we considered the possibilities for future collaborations with 
the robot, ideas for advancing the technical capabilities of the robot came into 
contemplation. Such as:

-refining the robot’s camera
-enabling more recording options

-including arm attachments for mark-making

-improving the robot’s mobility 

————

1. An altered camera could expand the user’s capability to control the zoom 
feature, enable night vision versus color, and shift the camera perspective. 

2. The addition of recording options, such as video recording and code 
recording, could produce new digital artifacts that visualize and document the 
design process. 

3. The ability to control multiple arms on the robot could foster multiple 
collaborators to work simultaneously. 

4. And, expanding the navigational functions on the robot could provide users 



with new ways of maneuvering in the physical space, increasing notions for 
prompts and activities. 

(findings section @17:50min)
Technical findings: From these technical insights, we can explore methods for 
expanding on the design artifacts created through the collaborators’ making 
experience, which may improve the user's ability to understand the overall space in a 
more sophisticated manner, as well as create interesting comparisons of designed 
artifacts from the analog to the digital. 



5-Conclusion 2:
After collaborating remotely in this particular configuration, the possibilities for new 
ways to make artifacts expands exponentially. Visual evidence of our process could 
be realized across new physical and digital media, or a combination of both. This 
scenario would enable us to create digital artifacts (using code output, video, digital 
renderings, etc.) of the design making process simultaneously as the physical 
artifacts are being created. It could also be used to document and record the process, 
making reproductions possible. 

——

This concept expands on the current making activities of the robot by adding the new 
capabilities to the robot that we previously mentioned and developing the interface, 
we can expand on. This scenario would enable us to create digital artifacts of the 
design making process simultaneously as the physical artifacts are being created. 

Additionally, live-video stream footage and the code stream of the activities could be 
collected. Layering of artifacts could happen across analog and digital artifacts, and 



reproductions of the collaborative design making experience could occur. Between 
better control of the robot in the physical space, combined with better capabilities for 
recording digital artifacts, the possibilities for creating a larger range of designed 
artifacts with multiple remote users at the same time may increase. 



5-Conclusion 3:  
By altering the working configuration to include a third location, we could create a 
scenario in which other collaborators could control the robot and join in the drawing 
process, opening up further possibilities for experimentation and play. This process 
could happen in real-time with all users driving a single robot; the “mistakes” made as 
a result of disruptions that occur in the drawing process as well as the introduction of 
new, inexperienced collaborator(s) make the experimentation unique and 
unpredictable.

———

By altering the way in which we collaborate, the perceptions of the design process are 
challenged by the robot. Where a traditional design process might include a linear 
development of phases, the design process with the robot tool includes variables that 
rely on the collaborator’s ability to experiment and play with the tool. It also relies on 
the transparency of roles between collaborators and the exchange and negotiation of 
responsibilities. A possibility for creating a configuration for online connections to be 
made through elements of play and experimentation includes opening the process to 
new collaborators. In this scenario, a third location would provide a venue for new 
users to contribute to the process. This process could happen in real-time with new 



users driving a single robot; the “mistakes” made as a result of disruptions that occur 
in the drawing process as well as the introduction of new, inexperienced 
collaborator(s) make the experimentation unique and unpredictable (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Concept Diagram: Inviting new collaborators into the drawing process, All collaborators 
contribute to one process-driven artifact, which may be located in a new remote location.



5-Conclusion 4: 
After working with the robot tool primarily for making activities, we began to speculate 
on the possibilities of using the robot as a tool for communication. We would alter the 
use of the robot and have interactions happen at the will of an individual user, versus 
in a collaborative, planned setting. This scenario would enable us to experiment with 
communicating to each other solely through the marks made by the robot, 
augmenting the communication and collaborative exchange as well as expand on the 
possibilities for how the driver interacts with the robot, such as incorporating voice 
commands.

———

After working with the robot tool primarily for making activities, new opportunities for 
use in other areas of the design process emerge. Combined with challenging the 
definitions of collaboration and real-time production, we believe the robot tool may be 
used for communication in a hand-off scenario, challenging other digital forms of 
communication across remote locations. This concept tests the communication 
capabilities of the robot by having interactions happen at the will of an individual user, 
versus in a collaborative, planned setting. This scenario would enable the researchers 
to experiment with communicating to each other solely through the marks made by 



the robot, augmenting the communication and collaborative exchange. Possibilities 
for how the driver interacts with the robot are to be considered. For example, what if 
specific behaviors or voice commands activate sensors placed in the physical 
environment of location #1, which prompt the robot in location #2 to respond by 
drawing a preset mark? How is the driver actually “driving” the robot, beyond 
interaction with the web interface?

Figure 10. Concept Diagram: Using the robot to communicate in handoff exchanges. Develop symbols, 
letterforms, etc. use for messaging. 



5-Conclusion 5:  
Throughout the duration of our research, the possibility to empower other individuals 
to reconstruct present technical tools and increase technical literacy surfaced. This 
scenario introduces multiple drivers controlling multiple robots via a singular interface. 
Physical locations such as a classroom or museum would open up the collaborative 
making experience to others in an environment suitable for learning. Design 
researchers, collaborating as drivers/facilitators, could publish video tutorials for new 
users to begin to create their own robots. Possibilities for expanding recordings of the 
drawing experience (enabling a memory recall of code) could lead to a collaborative 
library. This could, in fact, lead to the strongest expansion of the project. 

————

Opportunities to empower individuals to reconstruct present technical tools as a 
means to foster a collaborative design making experience have surfaced throughout 
the duration of the research. In order to better understand the entire process, 
collaborators have the opportunity to learn the technical tools, including the basics of 
hardware/robotics, software/programming, and digital communication tools available 
via the Internet. This scenario introduces multiple drivers controlling multiple robots 
via a singular interface. Physical locations such as a classroom or museum would 



open up the collaborative making experience to others in an environment suitable for 
learning. Design researchers, collaborating as drivers, could publish video tutorials for 
new users to begin to create their own robots for collaboration, further investigating 
the reconstruction of technologies in order to increase technical literacy. Possibilities 
for expanding a controlled recording of the drawing experience and enabling a 
memory recall of code could lead to a collaborative library of symbols that is 
collectively built through the multiple interactions with the robots. This could, in fact, 
lead to the strongest expansion of the project. 

(conclusions @23min)
Figure 11. Concept Diagram: Introduce new collaborators into the robot-making process of the 
collaboration, teaching users to create new tools for making, expanding the project exponentially into a 
community of collaborators. Perhaps documenting the process-driven artifacts made from by the 
community in a virtual gallery. 



5-Conclusions: Our research challenges the standard remote-collaborative 
experience and the implementation of robots became our tool for this work. Working 
with prompts and experimenting enabled us to uncover a collaborative process that is 
prioritized over the final outcome. A range of possibilities for future configurations 
where all collaborative experiences are initiated, explored, and implemented through 
this robot have surfaced. Considerations of roles, variables, time, location, and 
configurations could be adjusted in ways that would alter the experience. Our 
investigation examines who, what, how and for what purpose the robots are 
controlled, creating an interesting and evolving platform for designers to consider, not 
only the role that technology plays in the design process, but also how engagement 
with new tools in remote collaborations fosters new ways of thinking and making 
between collaborators. 

———

The implementation of the robots enabled us to challenge the standard remote-
collaborative experience. Our working sessions led by experimentation and prompts 
uncovered a collaborative process that was prioritized over the final outcome. This led 
to the range of possibilities of future configurations where all collaborative 
experiences are initiated, explored, and implemented through this robot. From our 
insights, we can expand on the ways in which we understand the process. 



Considerations of roles, variables, time, location, and configurations could be 
adjusted in ways that would alter the experience. Our investigation examines who, 
what, how and for what purpose the robots are controlled, creating an interesting and 
evolving platform for designers to consider, not only the role that technology plays in 
the design process, but also how engagement with new tools in remote collaborations 
fosters new ways of thinking and making between collaborators. 



5-THE END
(@19:15min Nice!!)


